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S T Y L I S H  C I T Y  L O O K S  S T R E E T S  A H E A D

Meet the Enviro400 City, the stunning new variant of 
Britain’s best-selling double deck bus, the Enviro400.

It is a vehicle that brings together elegance, practicality 
and a contemporary new look with a raft of sophisticated 
yet pragmatic design solutions, all of which give real street 
presence, while retaining the passenger comfort and 
dependability that are the core features of the market-
leading Enviro400 range.

This is another vehicle from Alexander Dennis Limited 
(ADL) that raises the bar for the industry, creating a real 
desire for ridership amongst passengers. It is lighter, more fuel 
efficient, more reliable and more competitively-priced than 
any double deck in its class, yet still capable of carrying up to 
100 passengers.

Available in lengths from 10.5m - 11.5m, the Enviro400 City 

is powered by a robust 6.7 litre Euro6 Cummins engine 
that operators regard as reliable and capable of optimising 
performance week-after-week, year-after-year.

Proven technology, class-leading performance, reliability, 
durability and serviceability, a stylish, contemporary new bus 
that exceeds all expectations. 

Welcome to the future, the Enviro400 City.

Elegance, practicality and a 
contemporary new look with 
a raft of sophisticated, yet 
pragmatic design solutions.
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I N N OVAT I O N  with  S T Y L E

Innovation with Style is the hallmark of vehicles designed and 
built by ADL - and the new Enviro400 City is no exception 
to that rule. It is an inspired addition to ADL’s double 
deck range and is set to bring a new dimension to public 
transport across the UK.

It features a raked, wrap-round driver’s windscreen with the 
wipers recessed at the top, a stylish glazed stairwell and a 
shallow upper deck windscreen.

The City retains the same depth of windows as the original 
Enviro400, incorporating ADL’s unique QRG (Quick 
Release Glazing) system, while both the upper and lower 
deck windows also feature hopper vents, an aspect of the 
Enviro400 model that has proved hugely popular with 
operators and passengers across the UK. 

Combined with the radical new heating and ventilation 
system launched previously on Enviro400 model, the City is 
set to introduce an enhanced passenger experience.

From an operator perspective, it retains the proven structure, 
driveline, electrical system and ease-of-maintenance 
improvements established by ADL on the original Enviro400 
model, all of which were the result of a comprehensive, three-
year customer engagement and joint product development 
programme with operators, drivers, passengers and suppliers 
from across the industry. 

Innovation, style and service simplicity 
remain at the forefront of the new 
City’s design, as in all ADL product 
introductions.

ADL’s unique, patented Quick Release Glazing 
system reduces a three-hour job to three minutes, 
while access and ease of maintenance remain as 
straight-forward as ever on the Enviro400 City. 
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A stylish, glazed stairwell adds to the 
eye-catching contemporary look of 
the Enviro400 City, as well as bringing 
more light into the upper and 
lower saloons. The City retains the 
proven structure, driveline, electrical 
systems and maintenance benefits 
incorporated in the Enviro400 range, 
including easy access to the spacious 
engine compartment.
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ENHANCED PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

Light, airy, welcoming. Three words that describe the 
experience passengers can expect on entering the new 
Enviro400 City. 

They will be struck immediately by the wide entrance and 
aisles, the ample space for buggies and wheelchair users, 
the natural light that floods in through the wrap-around 
front windows, the glazed stairwell and the sky-view 
glazing at the rear of the upper deck.

All round, a bright ambience matched by a sophisticated 
temperature control system and hopper windows that 
combine to provide an enhanced passenger experience, 
whatever the weather may be on the outside.

The whole interior has been designed so that shapes, 
colours and materials blend together – and there is no 
compromise on leg room or seat sizes.

Every detail, from ADL’s unique “square case”, which 
incorporates individually lit steps, to a wireless bell system 
and sealed hand pole mountings has been thought-out in 
absolute detail, all in a bid to create a safer, more user-
friendly, rattle-free vehicle that raises the bar for the bus 
industry – and takes the passenger experience to a whole 
new level.

A safer, more user-friendly, rattle-free bus 
that takes the passenger experience to a 
whole new level.

The wide entrance and aisle has ample space for buggies and wheelchair 
users, and creates a bright, welcoming ambiance from the moment 
passengers step on board the City bus. This light and airy environment 
continues on the glazed stairwell and extends throughout the upper deck, 
which also features a wrap-over sky-view window at the rear of  
the seating area.
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T H E  I N D U S T RY ’ S  D R I V I N G  F O R C E

Setting the pace with a stylish, modern bus that is lighter, 
more fuel efficient, more reliable, reduces maintenance and 
improves the passenger experience, represents a giant step 
forward. But what does it mean for the driver, the person 
who spends more time on the bus than any other?

The answer is that drivers too will enjoy the benefits of 
the City bus, largely because they – and many others from 
across the bus industry - were instrumental in the design 
of the original Enviro400 double deck, which forms the 
foundation of the new-generation model.

Their representatives from across the UK played a vital part 
in ADL’s three-year customer engagement and joint product 
development programme and contributed enormously to 
many aspects of the pace-setting design, not least of all in 
determining the layout of the cab area.

The result is a driver’s cab designed for maximum comfort, 
safety, efficiency and ease of use. The protection screen at 
the point of entry is no longer an adjunct to the design. It 
now forms an integral part of the whole approach, being 
functional but also blending impeccably with the  
surrounding environment. 

The cab is spacious and distracting reflections have been 
cleverly eliminated, while visibility is further improved with 
the wrap-around windscreen on the City model, which 
enhances sight lines to the front and sides of the vehicle and 
to well-positioned mirrors.

The City’s switch-gear will be familiar to drivers too, adopting 
the positive feedback buttons that have proved enormously 
popular, as has the adjustable steering column, incorporating 
the dashboard and the fully adaptable driver’s seat.

From screens, seats and steering columns to the location of 
a coat hanger for the driver, every aspect of the cab area has 
been explored in detail, resulting in a finished product that 
combines innovation, style and practical solutions. 

Drivers were instrumental in the creation 
of the cab, contributing enormously to the 
ergonomic design and layout.

Driver’s cab
Designed for maximum comfort, the cab is spacious with improved  
visibility from a wrap-round windscreen and well positioned mirrors.

Protective screen
Integrates with the surrounding 
environment.

Positive switches
Switches adopt the positive 
feedback buttons overwhelmingly 
favoured by drivers and operators.
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Alexander Dennis Limited
9 Central Boulevard, Central Park, Larbert, FK5 4RU 
Tel +44 (0)1324 621672  Fax +44 (0)1324 551012 
Email enquiries@alexander-dennis.com
www.alexander-dennis.com
Alexander Dennis Limited (ADL) has a policy of continuous development.  
The right is reserved to change specifications of the models and items described.

For the latest details always consult ADL.
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